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CONTRIBUTIONS

If you have any photographs, articles, letters. classifieds or fun stuff,
please send them to me before cut-off which is the 20th of each month. If
you miss this date then your contribution will be carried over to the next
edition. We reserve the right to edit any material submitted for inclusion but
will always endeavour to publish as is. While reasonable precautions are
taken to ensure accuracy, the editor, committee and publisher cannot
accept responsibility for any damages that may arise from incorrect
information.
Stephen Watson - stephenw@live.co.za

ADVERTISERS

Please submit advertising material in A5 landscape layout in PDF format
suitable for high quality digital print reproduction. Advertising space needs
to be booked by the 10th of each month and press-ready artwork
submitted by no later than the 20th of each month.
Request a rate card by contacting:
Stephen Watson - stephenw@live.co.za

Level three and
the longest lockdown in the world,
a alcohol and
cigarette ban as
well as probably
the most stringent restrictions
on movement
has made the
past few months
almost impossible
if freedom to ride

is your motto. In
my Lifetime I did
not think i would
be living through
times like this or
the uncertainty
that will accompany the months
to follow. The club
members have
slowly started
to embrace the
new normal and

ventured out and
taken to the open
road where possible. The Club
will in the next few
months be guided
by the government
and its decisions
which will hinge
on the Pandemics
spread. I do hope
we get to see one
another in the very

near future and
get back to what
we all Love and
Appreciate, the
open Road and
the best Club in
the World.
Stay Safe.
Stephen

ed's
letter
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club events
calender 2020

rides
parties
overnighters
CLUB RIDES

AFTER
THE CLUB MEETING
1st SUNDAY
CLUB meetings
WEDNESDAY
st OF THE MONTH

1

BANKing DETAILs
NEDBANK
BRANCH CODE - 101109
THE CLUB OF CAPE
TOWN
ACCOUNT NUMBER
1011028670

coming soon

Payment of subs, events,
parties etc via EFT into the
above account
or use the credit card
facilities at the clubhouse.
Use your name as
reference on the EFT and
fax proof to 086 697 0200

the
club
of cape town

MEMBERS PAGE
new probationary

Membership fees must be paid
before you qualify as a Probationary
Member.
Probationary Members will be
introduced at the next applicable
club meeting, having provided a
head and shoulder picture for the
magazine as well as the
probationary wall, where it will be
displayed for the entire probationary
period.
All Probationary Members
must thereafter complete
the following:
• 2 Club Events,
• 2 Schedules Club Rides and
• One Overnighter.

ne w probationary

Please ensure that your
Probationary Members card is
updated with your completed
activities as this will be submitted to
the committee at the approvals
review.
Once approved, you will be
announced as a Full Member at the
next club meeting where you will be
awarded your
Club Colors.

jASON mOMOA hARLEY
If you are a fan of Harley-Davidson, Game of Thrones,
Aquaman, and feeding hungry people, this raffle by
the All In Challenge Foundation is a win-win-win. If you
win, you get a 2020 Harley-Davidson of your choice
(almost), along with a California ride with Jason Momoa (Khal Drogo in Game of Thrones). To make sure
you’re decked out right, Harley-Davidson is also throwing in a helmet, leather jacket, t-shirt, and gloves. The
proceeds from the Fanatics.com’s All In Challenge
Foundation raffle go to Feeding America, Meals On
Wheels, World Central Kitchen, and No Kid Hungry. Of
course, you don’t have to participate in the raffle to help
those charitable organizations. The winner’s ride with
Momoa, who will be on his own motorcycle (maybe
the one in the photo), will last two to three hours at a
yet-to-be-determined time and location in California
that works for Momoa and the winner—it’s just the two
of you. You’ll be riding a Harley-Davidson provided by
The Motor Company—not necessarily the one you pick
as the prize. Harley-Davidson also provides air trans-

jASON MOMOA hARLEY
portation to California and two nights in a hotel, as well
as a helmet, jacket, and gloves for the ride. The winner
will have to have a driver’s license with a motorcycle
endorsement, as well as medical insurance. The model
you select at the prize—it can’t be a CVO, trike, or
LiveWire—gets picked up at your nearest Harley-Davidson dealer. To participate, you have to enter in your own
name. For instance, you can’t enter and give the prize
to her as a surprise if you win, even though it would be
very romantic. Entries are bought in batches—$10 for
10 entries, $25 for 25 entries, $50 for 100 entries, and
$100 for 200 entries. You’re capped at 200 entries, so
everyone has a reasonable chance of winning. The raffle
closes at midnight on June 23. If you’re feeling generous
and want to donate directly to the charities, there’s no
limit on that. Momoa is donating his time, so he’s a cool
guy and likely great fun to ride with. We suggest you
throw in a $100 donation.

THE ROAD TO PALOMA

There’s a distinct Easy Rider vibe to Road to Paloma, actor
Jason Momoa’s (Conan the Barbarian, Game of Thrones)
directorial debut. Starring as Robert Wolf, a Native American
on the run after murdering the man who raped and murdered
his mother, the strapping long-haired actor, who also coscripted, has crafted an elegiac road movie stronger on style
than substance. Riding around the scenic environs of the
American West on his motorcycle while being pursued by a
pair of federal agents, the taciturn Wolf soon hooks up with
Cash (co-scripter Robert Homer Mollohan), a drifter with a
knack for getting into trouble. During their travels they engage
in a series of picaresque adventures, including a stop at a
strip club, engaging in a bare-knuckle brawl to raise some
money, and in Wolf’s case bedding a beautiful woman (Momoa’s real-life spouse, Lisa Bonet) whose car he’s repaired.
Wolf also makes contact with his sister (Sarah Shahi) and
his Indian reservation cop father (Wes Studi), although the
latter is unable to help him out of his predicament. Despite
its melodramatic premise, the film is decidedly low-key in its
style, with Wolf seeming less like a man desperately trying
to evade capture than a guy who's simply out for a joyride.
While he has an undeniably charismatic physical presence,

THE ROAD TO PALOMA
the underplaying Momoa is less effective in conveying his character’s existential angst. Reminiscent of 1969’s Tell Them Willie Boy Is
Here minus the suspense, the film rambles along from one episode
to another without any of them making a strong impression. Although
the tyro director displays a flair for atmospheric visuals, aided largely
by Brian Mendoza’s gorgeous cinematography which makes particularly fine use of twilight, the mechanics of effective storytelling seem
beyond him. Straining mightily for a mythic quality and reaching a
predictably melancholic, violent conclusion, Road to Paloma mainly
comes across as a vanity project star vehicle. To more fully appreciate Momoa’s talents, one would be better advised to check out his
fine work on the current Sundance series The Red Road. Production
companies: Pride of Gypsies, Boss Media Cast: Jason Momoa, Robert Homer Mollohan, Wes Studi, Lisa Bonet, Sarah Shahi, Michael
Raymond-James, Chris Browning, Timothy V. Murphy, Steve Reevis.
Director: Jason Momoa

LIMITED EDITION MERCHANDISE

DON’T MISS OUT!
As The Best Damn Club in the World,
we are proud to announce that we will be giving away
x1 FREE HOODIE to each FULLY PAID UP member.
“A little something to keep you warm this Winter and
remind us of the good times we lost to Covid-19.”

TO CLAIM YOUR FREE LTD EDITION HOODIE...
Send an email to: orders@theclubofcapetown.co.za
together with your full name & size. (Sizes available: S - 3XL)
CUT-OFF DATE FOR RECEIVING ORDERS IS 23 JUNE ‘20.
We will respond with an email confirming that your order has been received.
You will receive your hoodie at our next available club event
or club ride (whichever is able to take place first).
Please note: Currently this item is not available for purchase.

LIMITED EDITION MERCHANDISE

WAIT! THERE’S MORE...LTD EDITION T’S!
R125 each
TO ORDER:
Email: orders@theclubofcapetown.co.za
PLEASE INCLUDE:
Full name/s, qty, size, colour and proof of payment.
CUT-OFF DATE FOR ORDERS IS 23 JUNE ‘20.
PLEASE NOTE: NO ORDERS WILL BE PROCESSED
WITHOUT PROOF OF PAYMENT INTO CLUB ACCOUNT.

Mens/Unisex T (Sizes: S - 3XL)

AVAILABLE COLOURS IN BOTH MENS AND LADIES:
Black T with White Print (as seen left)
Melange Grey T with Black Print (as seen right)

Ladies Fitted T (Sizes XS - 3XL)

You will receive your Ltd Edition T at our next available club event or club ride (whichever is able to take place first).

breakout monster
Usually coming to the road as a long ride with round lines, the Breakout
was turned into something else, lower and sharper, by a German custom
shop by the name of Thunderbike. The group has been in the business of
selling both stock Harleys and customized parts for them for the past 20
years, and it is one of the most active such garages in the industry. Their
Breakout conversion is named Razorback mostly due to the fact that the
soft, flowing fuel tank and rear fender have been replaced with custom
hardware, both designed with edges sharp enough to give the motorcycle
a whole new shape. Aside from the tank and fender, the Breakout has
been fitted with the usual Thunderbike styling kit, which includes anything from the headlight to the license plate mounting. New matte bicolor
wheels, sized 18 inches rear and 21 inches front are of a special Thunderbike design, and to make sure anyone can admire the wheels in their
full glory, a left side pulley brake system was fitted. Also, the shock at the
rear was swapped for an Air Ride suspension that can bring the bike much
closer to the ground than what Harley originally intended. Also at the rear,
a new Jekyll and Hyde exhaust system has been included to make sure
the motorcycle has enough decibels on its side. We are not being told
what happened to the bike once the build was completed, but as with all
other Thunderbike designs, this too is not a series machine, but more of a
display panel for all the custom Harley parts the Germans are making,

Breakout monster

MAY ride 2020
Mothers Day is always a special celebration. A Day when we honour our mothers
and the role they play in our upbringing.
We also honour our wives for the role
the play and have played in raising our
children. For the second year in a row our
May Club Ride fell on Mothers Day and
so as one might expect our turn out was
smaller than usual. We decided to make
the ride a morning one, mainly to accommodate me getting back to home by 1pm
for an international family WhatsApp call.
When you have been cooped up for six
weeks watching and listening to the world
go mad around you there is nothing better
taking out your ride onto the wide-open
road. A crystal-clear autumn morning set
the scene. I had hoped to use a Go Pro to
bring this ride report to you however some
logistical issues presented themselves
and so we had to settle for an iPhone, but
what an awesome job it and our mystery
camera person did in capturing the journey. We started off heading out through
Contermanskloof Road, allowing the bike
to sweep through the lovely curves and

rises before heading up and over the Durbanville hills past Meerendal Farm. Deciding to avoid as many potential roadblocks
as possible we weaved our way through
the countryside seeing the final flames
of the late harvest vines lighting up the
fields as we cruised past on beautiful quiet
roads. Taking the R312 and then the R304
towards Stellenbosch Brewing Company
and Tap Room at Klein Joostenberg Farm,
a place we have frequented with delight
on many previous occasions, unfortunately it was closed for lockdown, go figure.
As we rode onto towards Stellenbosch, I
was reminded that we should never take
South African hospitality for granted, passing more than 25 wine farms and restaurants in less than 10kms of open roads.
While all of these establishments are just
waiting for the go ahead to open their
doors, even now, at the time of reading
this report (70 days into lockdown) they
still have no idea when they can serve
their next customer with a traditional welcome. Last year we had a great lunch at
The Trumpet Tree these some great mem-

mothers day ride
ories generated. Passing by the centre of Stellenbosch
and heading along the R44 towards our watering hole in
Somerset West we could feel the cooler air of the nearing
ocean. These breezes are what help cool the vines in the
“Golden Triangle” preparing the grapes to deliver some
of the best wines in the country. One of my favorite wine
makers is Hempies Du Toit (yes the very same legendary
Springbok) and his Annandale Wines. Made in the classic “Old World” style this boutique winemakers youngest
current release of his flagship Shiraz is a 2005. It drinks
beautifully and is as good with great meaty dishes and
with superb cheeses. Coming over the hill at the top of
Somerset West we were hoping to see the ocean before
us however it was all hazed out by rising air temperatures
above the cool ocean. A quick meander through the village and up one of the many hills we arrive at our pitstop.
I good natter a quick couple of beverages left us with 18
minutes left to get back to Green Point for a Mother’s Day
multi-national video call. Little did I know that an 11-yearold Night Train could run smoothly at 170 kph, navigate
two roadblocks untouched and help me travel the 52kms
only 2 minutes late. It was a great ride …..
See you all soon
road captain
rob Foster
0828852980

robert @starip.co.za

september ride 2019

Visit our Factory Shops:
MAITLAND
021 286 4491
Unit B3, The Bridge
Norway Street, Off Voortrekker Road
Maitland

Wholesale Prices Direct to the Public

www.capeaqua.co.za
Follow our Facebook Cape Aqua
Factory Shop page for monthly
specials.
@capeaquafactoryshops

STRAND
021 854 6477
Unit 27, Off Gerber Boulevard
The Gants Centre
Strand
STELLENBOSCH
072 784 7911
75 Bird Street
Stellenbosch

Harley vs Indian
V-twin baggers are as American as baseball

the outside they need to look a certain way

and apple pie. Big, stylish and built for our

— a big V-twin front and center, a long, low

wide-open highways, they embody the

profile and muscular styling with bodywork

self-expression and freedom that make

covered in rich paint. But on the inside they

motorcycles objects of obsession rather

need to meet increasingly stringent emis-

than just vehicles. America’s two major

sions, sound and safety standards, provide

bagger manufacturers — Harley-Davidson

modern levels of comfort and reliability and

and Indian — are well-known brands from

deliver an engaging riding experience in

coast to coast, even among folks who’ve

terms of performance, technology and

never ridden one, and their histories and

features. These two 2020 baggers, Harley-

rivalries stretch back more than a century.

Davidson’s Road Glide Special and Indian’s

Being so steeped in tradition, Harley and

Challenger Limited, strike that balance

Indian take great pains to satisfy their base,

remarkably well. Being the latest incarnation

building motorcycles that conform to the

of a model family that’s been in Harley’s

expectations of loyal cruiser riders. Modern

lineup for 40 years — starting with the 1980

baggers must strike a delicate balance. On

FLT, then known as the Tour Glide — the

Harley vs Indian
Road Glide is the seasoned veteran in this

Specs and features are one thing, style

comparison, and its signature feature is a

and personality are quite another. With

frame-mounted sharknose fairing with dual

nearly every component bathed in black, a

headlights. Powering the Road Glide

tinted shorty windscreen, minimal badging

Special is the air-cooled, 114ci (1,868cc)

and foregoing traditional metal flake and

version of Harley’s Milwaukee-Eight

gloss in favor of matte Barracuda Silver

45-degree V-twin with pushrod-actuated

Denim paint, the Road Glide Special is

overhead valves. The Challenger is

dark and brooding. (The FLTRXS is

Indian’s newest model platform and the

available in five other colors, all with gloss

first to be powered by the PowerPlus 108

finishes.) The Challenger Limited, on the

(1,768cc), a liquid-cooled, 60-degree

other hand, grabs your attention with Ruby

V-twin with valves actuated by single

Metallic paint, plenty of chrome and

overhead cams. Like the Road Glide, the

multiple Indian logos visible from every

Challenger has a frame-mounted fairing, a

angle. (It’s also available in two other

first for Indian. Despite so many similari-

gloss colors, while the Challenger Dark

ties, these bikes are anything but clones.

Horse comes in three matte colors.) More

Harley vs Indian
differences between the Harley and Indian

smoother operation — is why we selected

emerged after logging hundreds of miles in

the entire M8-equipped Touring family as

their saddles. Cruisers are tuned for

our 2017 Motorcycle of the Year. On Jett

low-end torque, helping heavy bikes — es-

Tuning’s dyno, the Harley generated

pecially those loaded two-up with full

smooth power curves with nary a dip or

saddlebags — pull away quickly from stops

blip, torque rising to 104.5 lb-ft at 2,900

and make brisk passes. These baggers

rpm and dropping off thereafter while

deliver ample torque, sending more than

horsepower increases linearly to 78.5 at

100 lb-ft to the rear wheel, but they go

4,800 rpm. Due to its low rev ceiling (5,100

about it in different ways. The Road Glide

rpm) and narrow torque spread, short

has great engine feel, with crisp throttle

shifting the Harley helps it stay in its meaty

response, right-now thrust and a deeply

midrange. With its liquid cooling, over-

satisfying V-twin pulse. The impressive

square bore/stroke and SOHC valve

refinement that went into the Milwaukee-

layout, Indian’s PowerPlus generates more

Eight V-twin — more power and torque,

output with less displacement and revs

less heat, less vibration at idle and

higher than the M8. Starting at 2,400 rpm,

harley vs Indian
the Indian’s advantage over the Harley

delivering the goods immediately

increases steadily, the gap widening to

without abruptness. These heavy

28 lb-ft of torque and 27 horsepower by

machines can be a handful when

the time the Harley’s rev limiter kicks in.

pushing them around the garage or

The Indian keeps going, hitting a peak

negotiating parking lots, but they feel

of 108 horsepower at 5,600 rpm before

well balanced and easy to maneuver at

finally signing off at 6,300 rpm. With a

speed. With much of their weight carried

broader spread of torque — more than

low they roll in and out of curves grace-

100 lb-ft are on tap from 2,400-5,600

fully, and their generous torque propels

rpm, reaching 113.3 lb-ft at 3,300 rpm

them out of corners with authority. About

— and much higher peak power than

31 degrees of cornering clearance on

the Harley, the Indian likes to be revved.

either side means they can be heeled

The Challenger has three ride modes

way over before anything starts to

that adjust throttle response, with

scrape, especially with some extra

Standard mode being fairly soft (Rain

preload dialed into the rear suspension.

mode is even softer) and Sport mode

Despite having “race-spec” radial-mount

harley vs indian
Brembo calipers up front,

$29,000). But they’re not

of the time the Road Glide

screen offers no adjustment

the Indian’s front brake

created equal when it

Special provides a comfort-

and the two large vents

lever feels vague and

comes to touring comfort.

able, compliant ride, but its

flanking the headlights

requires a firm pull to

With a lower laden seat

rear shock, which is firmly

cannot be closed so a high

generate full stopping

height (25.9 inches vs. 26.5

damped and allows only 2.1

volume of air always flows

power. In contrast, the

inches on the Indian), you

inches of travel, responds

into the cockpit. This

Harley’s front brakes have

sit deeper in the Harley’s

harshly to pavement ripples,

comparison took place in

the perfect amount of initial

cockpit, with hips rolled

cracks and seams. Big

December, and testers

bite and better response at

back in the dished seat.

bumps and potholes send

always felt colder and more

the lever. If you’re ready to

Because the seat is U-

shock waves right up the

buffeted by the wind on the

lay down some serious

shaped front to back and

spine and can bounce a

Harley than on the Indian.

miles, these baggers have

has a slick finish, it’s difficult

rider out of the seat. Also,

The Challenger Limited

nearly everything you need

to sit farther back; hit one

the Harley’s fairing sits

provides a more comfort-

(except heated grips — a

bump and you slide back

much farther forward (it’s a

able and enjoyable riding

curious omission for pre-

down. And bumps can be a

long reach to the infotain-

experience. Its seat is flatter

mium models costing nearly

problem on the Harley. Most

ment screen), its wind-

and has more grip and

JUNE BIRTHDAYS
birthdays
in JUne
First name
Surname
CLIVE
MILLER
GEORGE
SKARIS
JOHN
BRINK
ROY
HATT
PAUL JOHANN
PRETORIUS

Day
2
3
11
12
12

TOBIAS
CHRIS
MARTIN
MARK
LOUWRENS
MALCOLM
MOESTUQEEM
PETER
MORNE

13
15
16
18
20
21
22
24
28

GROENINX VAN ZOELEN
HALL
COETZEE
JENKINSON
SMIT
ASHTON
ISMAIL
NOVELLA
VILJOEN

harley vs indian
support, its long tank is narrower

a sporting pace with riders well over

between the knees and its fairing

200 pounds in the saddle, the Indian

provides more wind protection. The

never bottomed out nor reacted

Indian’s fairing is closer to the rider

harshly. The Road Glide Special was

and its windscreen is electrically

clearly Indian’s benchmark for the

adjustable over a 3-inch range —

Challenger Limited. At the press

raising the screen all the way up and

launch last October, Indian provided a

closing the fairing vents creates a

side-by-side comparison of their

calm, quiet space for the rider. With

performance and features as well as

5.1 inches of suspension travel in the

a Road Glide Special for us to ride.

front and 4.5 inches in the rear — 0.5

With Indian’s sales being about

inch and 2.4 inches more than the

one-tenth of Harley’s, one way to

Harley, respectively — and more

improve its market share is to offer

compliant damping, the Indian is

more bang for the buck on competing

much better at insulating the rider and

models. Indian has done so in terms

passenger from rough roads. Even at

of performance with an all-new,

harley vs indian
liquid-cooled engine that makes more

because it provides us with better

power and torque and offers the

motorcycles. Since the launch of

flexibility of throttle-response modes. It

Project Rushmore for 2014, Harley-

has done so in terms of convenience

Davidson has continuously raised the

with a more modern and user-friendly

bar with improvements to its engines,

infotainment system with higher audio

chassis, comfort, convenience and

output (100W vs. 50W on the Harley)

other features. The 2014 model year

as well as extra features like central

also happens to be when Indian

saddlebag locks and a keyless locking

launched its all-new Thunder Stroke

fuel cap. And it has done so in terms

V-twin and Chief lineup, reigniting an

of comfort with a more supportive

old rivalry and spurring a feverish

seat, better wind protection and

pace of innovation from both compa-

superior ride quality, all in a package

nies. The 2020 Road Glide Special is

that costs and weighs nearly the

better than ever, but the Challenger

same. Healthy competition is good for

Limited surpasses it.

the industry and good for riders

harley vs indian

FROM THE
CHAIRMAN

chairman
richard whitehead
0832746834

richard@multibev.co.za

And so our protracted
lockdown drags into the 3rd
month. We now have officially had the longest lockdown on the planet with the
least fatalities and cases.
The effect it has had on our
economy has been devastating and our thoughts
go out to those who have
experienced hardship as
a result. To have lost a
job or a business due to
the Lockdown can only be
seen as a tragedy no one
deserves. We wish all our
friends at the Tygervalley
Dealership all the very best
with their change in owner-

ship as a direct result of the
Lockdown and hope that
as many jobs as possible
are saved. Equally we feel
for those that have been
sick due to the Pandemic
and to those that have lost
friends and family to the
Covid-19 virus. Level 3 of
the Lockdown has once
again produced some
laws and regulations that
leave you wondering what
thought processes go into
them and how those making them can justify the
massive contradictions and
injustices in them. How can
you be allowed to gather

FROM THE
CHAIRMAN
with 50 strangers for a religious meeting but cannot have family and friends
well known to you over for a meal or
braai? How does a religious meeting
supersede any other form of meeting
like a club meeting or the like? How can
recreational riding still not be allowed
but you can ride as far as you want to
go to church? In truth you can’t even
make this stuff up never mind believe it
is actually the law. We live in hope that
very soon we will be moving to level 2
and that we will once again be allowed
to have club meetings and officially be
allowed to ride. Our June meeting will
not happen but I am quite sure that
there will be a number of Church rides
taking place weather permitting. There
were certainly quite a lot of bikes out

chairman
richard whitehead
0832746834

richard@multibev.co.za

on the road this past weekend soaking up the glorious weather. Our winter
overnighter to Houwhoek in July is still
on the cards and our booking is still
firm. Obviously it will only take place if
we are allowed to. As soon as we have
clarity, we will open the bookings with all
the relevant payment details. You can
budget on around R1100 per person
which will include accommodation, dinner, breakfast and the Dance. At worst
we will have to postpone this rather than
cancel as we have paid a substantial
deposit. Our Chairman’s Overnighter
in September to the Swartberg Hotel is
also still booked and in reality, we have
more chance of seeing this happening
as we will surely be on level 1 by then.
In closing, we can only once again hope

FROM THE
CHAIRMAN

that our July meeting will take place and we can have
that long awaited meeting and catch up and a semblance of normality in our lives. At least from today you
can replace the much depleted booze reserves at home
and drinking will once again at least become affordable.
We hope that those businesses that were closed due to
the prohibition are still around for business and that they
recover quickly.
Stay safe, healthy and warm and we hope to see you all
as soon as we can.
Rich

chairman
richard whitehead
0832746834

richard@multibev.co.za

